A crystal structure of a 108 nucleotide RNA-DNA complex containing a four-way junction was solved at 3.1 A Ê resolution. The structure of the junction differs substantially from the``stacked-X'' conformation observed previously, due to a 135 rotation of the branches. Comparison of the two conformers provides insight into the factors contributing to the¯exibility of four-way junctions. The stacked-X conformation maximizes base-stacking but causes unfavorable repulsion between phosphate groups, whereas the 135 -rotated``crossed'' conformation minimizes electrostatic clashes at the expense of reduced base-stacking. Despite the large rotation of the branches, both junction structures exhibit an antiparallel arrangement of the continuous strands and opposite polarity of the crossover strands.
Introduction
Four-way junctions are a common feature of nucleic acid structure and have important biological consequences. A DNA four-way junction, the Holliday junction, is formed during DNA recombination and serves as the primary substrate for various recombination proteins (Holliday, 1964; Voziyanov et al., 1999) . Four-way junctions also occur in a variety of structured RNAs, including 23 S rRNA (Wimberly et al., 1999; Conn et al., 1999) , U1 snRNA (Branlant et al., 1981) , genomic RNA of Qb and MS2 bacteriophage (Beekwilder et al., 1995; Poot et al., 1997) , and the hairpin ribozyme (Hampel & Tritz, 1989) .
Experimental evidence suggests that four-way junctions are dynamic structures capable of undergoing large conformational changes. Reported crystal structures of an all-DNA four-way junction complexed with either Cre or RuvA recombinase reveal a substantial change in the angle between the branches at the junction compared to the structure of the unbound junction in solution (Guo et al., 1997; Hargreaves et al., 1998) . Even in the absence of proteins, the Holliday junction can undergo a conformational rearrangement, known as crossover isomerization, in which the two continuous and two crossover strands are exchanged. This rearrangement results in the partial exchange of sister chromatids during DNA recombination and can lead to gene conversion (Kowalczykowski et al., 1994) . Another aspect of the structural¯exibility of the Holliday junction is manifested during branch migration, when the junction propagates along homologous stretches of DNA through dissociation and reassociation of base-pairs (Panyutin et al., 1995) . The dynamic properties of four-way junctions often have functional signi®cance, for example, in the regulation of translation of viral mRNAs (Poot et al., 1997) and in ribozyme catalysis (Walter et al., 1998a (Walter et al., , 1999 .
Despite a growing amount of structural information regarding four-way junctions, their dynamic properties remain poorly understood. The mechanism of crossover isomerization of Holliday junctions had been studied in solution using NMR spectroscopy and¯uorescence resonance energy transfer techniques (Miick et al., 1997; Overmars & Altona, 1997; Grainger et al., 1998; Walter et al., 1998b) . These studies revealed that the rate of interconversion and the relative abundance of the two junction conformers depend on the nucleotide sequence at the junction and the presence of divalent metal ions in solution. A more detailed struc-tural view of different conformers of a four-way junction is needed in order to understand the dynamic properties of the junction and the mechanism of crossover isomerization.
During the past year, two crystal structures of all-nucleic-acid four-way junctions were reported. One involved a junction containing two strands of RNA and two strands of DNA that adopted an antiparallel orientation and crossed at a relative angle of 55 (Nowakowski et al., 1999a) . This structure corresponds to the``stacked-X'' conformation, which is postulated to exist for DNA junctions in solution in the presence of divalent metal cations (Lilley & Clegg, 1993; Seeman & Kallenbach, 1994) . The second crystal structure involved an all-DNA junction, also in an antiparallel orientation and with the strands crossing at a 40 angle (OrtizLombardia et al., 1999) . The two structures are very similar, enabling one to draw general conclusions about four-way junctions composed of either DNA or RNA (Lilley & Clegg, 1993) . Here, a new crystal structure of the RNA-DNA complex is presented, containing the same junction sequence as before, but adopting a conformation in which the branches are rotated by 135 relative to the stacked-X conformation ( Figure 1 ). The new structure reveals a different metal ion binding site formed by nucleotides at the junction, and exhibits a different arrangement of electrostatic and base-stacking interactions. Taken together, the two structures provide insight into the ability of four-way junctions to adopt alternative conformations, as required for DNA recombination.
Results

Structure of the complex
The RNA-DNA complex described here contains 108 nucleotides (34,000 Da), located within two strands of DNA and two strands of RNA (Figure 2(a) ). The four strands form three doublehelical domains: two RNA-DNA domains and one DNA-DNA domain. Each RNA-DNA domain contains 20 base-pairs, divided into helices of 9 and 11 bp that are coaxially stacked. Residues A10 and G31, at the end of the 11 bp helix, form a non-standard pair. The RNA-DNA domains adopt an Aform helical conformation. The DNA-DNA domain contains eight continuous base-pairs that connect the two RNA-DNA domains and adopt a B-form conformation. The overall secondary structure of the complex is the same as that of the stacked-X complex described previously (Nowakowski et al., 1999a) , differing only by the length of the RNA-DNA domains. Both structures exhibit 2-fold symmetry, although this symmetry is non-crystallographic in the new structure.
The new structure exhibits two four-way junctions, formed between the RNA-DNA and DNA-DNA portions of the complex that are positioned at a relative angle of 80
. The complex has an overall triangular shape, with the three double-helical domains lying nearly orthogonal to one another (Figure 2(b) and (c)). The non-crystallographic 2-fold symmetry axis passes through the center of the DNA-DNA duplex, perpendicular to its long axis. The symmetry of the two halves of the molecule is broken within the hairpin loops that close the ends of the DNA-DNA duplex and by the differential positioning of bound metal ions. The overall dimensions of the complex are 50 A Ê Â 60 A Ê Â 45 A Ê .
The four-way junction
The four-way junction is formed by residues G9, A10, G31, G32, C137, T138, A145, and C146, and by their 2-fold symmetry mates (Figure 3 strands (nucleotides A30-C33 and A145-T147) are of opposite polarity and form sharp turns of the phosphodiester backbone between nucleotides G31 and G32, and between nucleotides A145 and C146. The continuous strands are antiparallel as well and run almost orthogonally. The four-way junction positions the stacked helical branches at a relative angle of 80 (Figure 3(c) ). This orientation is rotated by 135 relative to the stacked-X conformation (Figure 3(a) ).
The crystal structure of the 135 -rotated junction contains 14 peaks in the jF obs j À jF calc j difference Fourier map, ranging in intensity from 3s to 8s, that do not correspond to nucleic acid. This extra density can be assigned to bound magnesium hexahydrate ions, based on the geometry of coordination to nearby ligands and the composition of the crystallization mixture. One of the hydrated metal ions coordinates to nucleotides that form the junction (Figure 3(d) ). This metal ion is located in the major groove of the RNA-DNA domain at the interface between helices 3 and 4. It exhibits three outer-sphere contacts (3.5-4.5 A Ê ) to the keto oxygen atoms of G9 and G31, and the amino group of A10.
Comparison of the stacked-X and 135 -rotated structures
The previously reported crystal structure of a smaller, 82 nucleotide RNA-DNA complex demonstrated a four-way junction in which the branches were stacked at a relative angle of 55 (Nowakowski et al., 1999a) . This is referred to as the stacked-X conformation. The primary and secondary structures of the stacked-X and the 135 -rotated junctions are the same. There are large differences, however, in their overall conformation ( Figure 1 ). Figure 3 (a) and (c) show the nomenclature for the four helices that form the two junction structures. Helices 1 and 2 form the DNA-DNA domain, and helices 3 and 4 form the two RNA-DNA domains. The angle between the axis of helices 1 and 2 and the axis of helices 3 and 4 is de®ned as the junction branch angle. From this frame of reference, the inter-branch angle of the previously reported structure is 55
and that of the current structure is À80
. Therefore, the two structures represent distinct conformations of the same four-way junction, related to each other by a 135 rotation of the stacked branches. For simplicity, the 135 -rotated structure is referred to as the crossed conformation, based on the near-perpendicular arrangement of the two helical axes.
All base-pairs in the stacked-X junction are involved in base-stacking interactions within a standard double helix (Figures 3(b) and 4(a) ). This base-stacking is continuous across the sites of coaxial stacking between helices 1 and 2, and between helices 3 and 4. In the crossed junction, the 135 rotation results in disruption of base-stacking between helices 3 and 4. The bases of nucleotides G31 and C146 are rotated away from each other by 30 and are no longer fully stacked (Figure 4(c) ). The geometry of the A10-G31 pair also is different in the two conformers, buckling from planarity by about 15 in the crossed conformation. This disruption of base-stacking, however, is limited to base-pairs G9-C146 and A10-G31 at the interface between helices 3 and 4. The stacking arrangement of base-pairs in helices 1 and 2 is unperturbed.
The two junction conformations differ signi®-cantly in the phosphate-phosphate distances between residues that form the crossover strands. In the 55 stacked-X junction, the sharp angle between the branches creates two close contacts between phosphate groups of residues G32 and G33, and residues C146 and T147 (Table 1 ). The phosphate-phosphate distances for these two nucleotide pairs are 5.0 and 5.1 A Ê , respectively, corresponding to a direct van der Waals contact (Figure 4(b) ). Such close proximity between negatively charged groups creates unfavorable electrostatic repulsion, which is expected to destabilize the stacked-X conformation. In the À80 crossed junction, the distances between the G32-C33 and C146-T147 phosphate groups are increased to 6.5 and 5.8 A Ê , respectively, placing them at distances that are more typical for phosphate groups in nucleic acid double-helices (Figure 4(d) ).
In the stacked-X junction, a cobalt hexamine complex binds in the minor groove of helix 1, coordinating to nucleotides that form the sharp angle between the branches (Nowakowski et al., 1999a) . This coordination involves outer-sphere interactions within the major groove of helix 1 and with phosphate groups of helix 4 (Figures 3(a) and (b), and 4(b)). The location of the cobalt ion implies a corresponding role for [Mg(H 2 O) 6 ] 2 in reducing electrostatic repulsion between the phosphate groups of G32 and C33. In contrast, no metal ions were observed in the crossed junction between the crossed branches of helices 1 and 4. Instead, a hydrated magnesium ion was seen in the major groove of the RNA-DNA domain at the interface between helices 3 and 4 (Figures 3(c) and (d), and 4(d)). This magnesium ion engages in outer sphere coordination with base-paired nucleotides at the site of disrupted stacking caused by the rotation of helices 3 and 4 (Figure 4(c) ). Distortion of the regu- lar A-form helical geometry between the G9-C146 and A10-G31 pairs brings the keto oxygen atoms of G9 and G31 close together, thereby creating a binding site for the metal ion. It appears that the bound magnesium ion stabilizes the distorted geometry of the poorly stacked interface between helices 3 and 4.
Discussion
Conformational variability is an important feature of four-way junctions. The inter-branch angles of the Holliday junction change during the course of recombination, facilitating branch migration, formation of crossover isomers, and resolution of the junction. The two crystal structures discussed in this study provide a detailed structural view of two distinct conformers of the same four-way junction (Figure 1 ). These structures illustrate the extent to which the branches of the junction can be rotated without disrupting the overall secondary structure, and reveal energetic factors that are involved in the transition between the two junction conformers. Both structures are compatible with coaxial extension of the four component helices, based on modeling studies.
The 135 rotation of the junction branches is achieved by reversing the trade-off between basestacking interactions and electrostatic contacts that involve phosphate groups and bound metal ions. In the 55 stacked-X conformation, base-stacking is maximized and resembles the stacking interaction of a standard double helix (Figure 4(a) ). The stabilizing effect of base-stacking is offset by electrostatic repulsion between closely spaced phosphate groups, compensated in part by a metal cation bound near the sharp turn of the phosphodiester backbone (Figures 3(b) and 4(b) ). In the À80 crossed conformation, electrostatic repulsion is signi®cantly reduced because the phosphatephosphate distances are increased (Figure 4(d) ), but there is much weaker base-stacking among the nucleotides at the junction (Figure 4(c) ). The weaker stacking interactions are compensated by metal ion interactions, occurring at a different site than in the stacked-X conformation (Figure 3(d) ).
Solution studies of the crossover isomerization process have indicated that the relative amounts of the two crossover conformers is highly dependent on the nucleotide sequence surrounding the branch site and on the presence of divalent metal cations (Miick et al., 1997; Grainger et al., 1998) . The two structures of a four-way junction presented here demonstrate that even those nucleotides that do not participate directly in forming the junction may be involved in forming metal-binding sites that help to stabilize the junction structure. In the stacked-X conformation, the metal binds to the ®rst and second base-pairs of helix 1 (Figure 3(a) and (b)), while in the crossed conformation the metal binds in the major groove at the interface between helices 3 and 4 (Figure 3(c) and (d) ). Therefore, the movement of the branches during crossover isomerization is likely to be accompanied by the binding and release of metal ions as electrostatic forces change during branch rotation. Because most of Alternative Conformations of a Four-way Junction the metal ion contacts seen in the crystal structures involve coordination to nucleotide bases, different sequences at the junction will have a different propensity to bind the metal and therefore a sequencespeci®c effect on the relative abundance of the two crossover conformers.
Previous studies of RNA four-way junctions, involving comparative gel electrophoresis and¯u-orescence resonance energy transfer analysis, demonstrated that the same junction could adopt two different conformations, depending on the concentration of divalent metal cations (Walter et al., 1998b) . At high Mg 2 concentrations (>1 mM) the junction adopted a structure corresponding to the stacked-X conformation, while at low Mg 2 concentrations (<0.1 mM) it more closely resembled the crossed conformation. These alternative conformers were not observed for an all-DNA junction, which became unstacked at low Mg 2 concentrations (Duckett et al., 1988) . Conversely, a different RNA four-way junction, derived from U1 snRNA, remained in the crossed conformation even at high Mg 2 concentrations (Walter et al., 1998b) . The nucleic acid four-way junction stacked-X conformation as seen in the previously solved crystal structure of an 82 nucleotide RNA-DNA complex (Nowakowski et al., 1999a) . (c) and (d) The À80 crossed conformation as seen in the present structure. (a) and (c) Diagram of the secondary structure of the junction showing the connectivity of the branches. The location of a bound metal ion is indicated by a circled plus sign. Helices 1-4 are labeled H1-H4, respectively. (b) and (d) Stereo views of the two conformations. The locations of bound metals are shown as jF obs j À jF calc j difference electron density, contoured at 6s (black), 5s (magenta), and 4s (green).
described here can adopt either conformation at high Mg 2 concentrations within the context of the crystal lattice.
Despite the large difference in the inter-branch angle, both junction conformers exhibit an antiparallel arrangement of the continuous strands. In the presumed transition between conformers, nearly all of the change in the inter-branch angle would be accommodated by changes in the torsion angles at the pivotal phosphodiester linkages ( Table 2) . The additional branch rotation necessary to switch the junction polarity and accomplish crossover isomerization would further disrupt base-stacking at the interface between helices 3 and 4, and likely compromise the integrity of the coaxial stack. Nonetheless, this structural change appears to be allowed because of the ability of the sugar-phosphate backbone to adopt multiple, stable conformations. The crystal structures of the four-way junction in the stacked-X and crossed conformations suggest that electrostatic repulsion sets the lower limit of the inter-branch angle in the stacked-X conformation, while the loss of basestacking de®nes this angle in the crossed conformation. These counterbalancing in¯uences, in concert with the stabilizing effect of metal ions that are bound at speci®c sites that are unique to each conformer, are expected to control the processes of branch migration and crossover.
Materials and Methods
Sample preparation, crystallization, and data collection
The sequences of the DNA and RNA strands used in crystallization of the four-way junction correspond to the sequences of the 10-23 DNA enzyme and its RNA substrate (Santoro & Joyce, 1997) . RNA residues A10 and A110 were substituted with deoxyadenylate to prevent DNA-catalyzed cleavage of the RNA strand. DNA oligonucleotides were obtained from Operon Technologies (Alameda, CA) and RNA oligonucleotides were synthesized on a Pharmacia LKB Gene Assembler Special from commercially available phosphoramidites (Pharmacia). All oligonucleotides were puri®ed as described (Nowakowski et al., 1999a) . The particular sequence of the RNA-DNA complex used for crystal structure determination was identi®ed through a combinatorial sequence screen (Nowakowski et al., 1999b) . Crystals were grown at 24.5 C from 50 mM sodium cacodylate (pH 6.0), 20 mM MgCl 2 , 1 mM spermine, and 25 % (v/v) methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD) using the vapor diffusion method. The complex crystallized in space group I222; a 62.81 A Ê , b 114.26 A Ê , and c 171.45 A Ê . All data sets were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Angles that differ by more than 2s between the two structures are shown in bold. Figure 5 . Stereo view of electron density for the eight nucleotides that form the four-way junction in the À80 crossed conformation. The map was calculated using all data in the resolution range 27.0-3.1 A Ê with s A -weighted coef®cients 2mjF obs j À DjF calc j, contoured at 1s (gray) and 3s (purple). The view of the junction is similar to that shown in Figure 3 (d), with residue C137 at the top and residues G9 and A10 at the bottom. Laboratory beamline 7-1 (Table 3) . Prior to data collection, crystals were¯ash frozen at 100 K directly from the mother liquor. Data sets were integrated with MOSFLM and scaled with SCALA (CCP4, 1994).
Structure determination and refinement
The structure of the complex was determined by multiple isomorphous replacement using three heavy-atom derivatives (Table 3 ). All derivatives were prepared by incorporating 5-iodo-substituted thymidine residues within the DNA strand. The positions of heavy-atom sites were determined with SOLVE (Terwilliger & Berendzen, 1999) . The re®nement of heavy atom positions and calculation of multiple isomorphous replacement (MIR) phases were carried out with MLPHARE (CCP4, 1994). The experimental density was solvent-¯at-tened with DM (CCP4, 1994) . The initial electron density maps were generated with and without NCS averaging (X-PLOR 3.8). The two maps used in combination enabled unambiguous tracing of the entire phosphodiester backbone. The model was built from individual nucleoside monophosphates and ®tted to the electron density using Xtalview (McRee, 1999) . Re®nement of the structure was carried out with XPLOR 3.8 (Bru È nger, 1993) and consisted of cycles of positional re®nement, bulk solvent correction, overall anisotropic scaling, and manual re®tting of the model ( Figure 5 ). NCS averaging constraints were not used during the re®nement. When the R-factor dropped to 27.5 % (R free 31.0 %), grouped B re®nement was performed assuming three groups per nucleotide; phosphate, ribose, and base. This procedure lowered the R-factor to 22.7 % (R free 25.1 %). The ®nal model contained 108 nucleotides and 14 magnesium hexahydrate ions. Figures were prepared with InsightII (Biosym) and X®t (McRee, 1999) .
Accession number
The coordinates of the 108-nucleotide RNA-DNA complex have been deposited in the RCSB Protein Data Bank with accession code 1EGK.
Note added in proof
Another crystal structure of an all-DNA four-way function was reported (Eichman, B. . It is substantiall similar to the stacked-X conformation described previously.
